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• The world’s largest rock formation, Uluru (Ayers Rock) is in the
Northern Territory. It is 10.6km around the base and 348m high.
• The Northern Territory is home to around 200,000 wild camels
with one hump.
• Termite mounds are the largest non-human made structures in the
world and can be found in many parts of the Northern Territory.

NORTHERN TERRITORY
Explore the Northern Territory, rich in Aboriginal history
and rugged beauty. Visit Darwin, a melting pot of
cuisines and cultures. Discover World Heritage-listed
Kakadu National Park’s ancient Aboriginal rock art and
spot crocodiles in the wild. Cruise down Katherine Gorge
in Nitmiluk National Park or fly over the Gorge for a
bird’s eye view of the magnificent 13-gorge system. Pan
for gold in Tennant Creek or stay in Australia’s outback
pioneering town of Alice Springs. In the spiritual heart
of Australia, you’ll see genuine outback country and
experience Australia’s most recognisable icon – Uluru.
Don’t miss the majestic Kings Canyon in Watarrka
National Park and its rim walk for unforgettable views
across the sandstone walls of the canyon.

Airboat tours in the Mary
River National Park Wetlands
© Tourism NT/Adrian Brown

Walking at Uluru
© Tourism NT/Mitchell Cox

Outback Ballooning
© Tourism NT/Jackson Groves
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Tropical nights at Mindil Markets

Delectable cuisine inDarwin

© Tourism NT/Nick Pincott

Cuisine
Darwin: Darwin’s cuisine
draws inspiration from its
diverse mixture of cultures.
Thriving on fine local produce
and gourmet seafood,
Darwin is home to many
outstanding restaurants,
quirky cafes, weekly markets,
wine bars and alfresco pubs,
quintessential pop-up food
trucks and foodie festivals!

© Tourism NT/Nick Pincott

Shopping
Darwin: Soak up the tropical night air,
photograph the famed Darwin sunset, taste
the flavours of South East Asia and buy local
arts and crafts at the Mindil Beach Sunset
Markets (April – October). On Saturday
mornings Parap Village Market delights
with fresh produce, tropical dishes and local
artworks, fashion and souvenirs. The Mall
is a centrally located hub of activity with
something for everyone; shop for Aboriginal
art, Paspaley Pearls, RM Williams boots,
locally-made jewellery and tropical clothing
here. Casuarina Square, in the northern
suburbs, is Darwin’s largest shopping complex.
6

Nightlife
Darwin: Whether you want to
drink, dance or play, Darwin has
it all - nightclubs, bars, Irish pubs,
fancy wine bars, alfresco beer
gardens, live music and acts,
drag shows, popular DJ’s and
more. You’ll find many popular
watering holes along Mitchell
Street in the city centre.

Enjoy views of the Darwin Marina with
beautiful craft beer, lovely wines, a funky
menu at Lola’s Pergola
Shopping at Paspaley, Internationally renowned Australian South
Sea pearls © Tourism NT/Nick Pincott

© Tourism NT/Nick Pincott
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DARWIN
Darwin City Tour
See the Chung Wah Chinese Temple, Darwin
Aviation Museum, the splendid Darwin Botanic
Gardens and the city’s elegant colonial
architecture. Continue to East Point, Stokes
Hill Wharf area and the acclaimed Museum and
Art Gallery of the Northern Territory, exhibiting
Indigenous art and culture, the story of Cyclone
Tracy, maritime archaeology, visual arts, craft and
much more.

spring-fed waterfalls of Florence and
Wangi, or soak in the gentle threetiered cascade shaded by rainforest at
Buley Rockhole. For a drier option, take
the short walk through cypress pines
and cycads to the Tolmer Falls viewing
platform.
Crocosaurus Cove’s Cage of Death
© Tourism NT/Shaana McNaught

and boasts the ‘world’s largest display of
Australian reptiles’ and the famous ‘Cage of
Death’ where you can take the plunge and
come face-to-face with a crocodile for 15
minutes.
Litchfield National Park
Drive to Litchfield National Park, only a short
1.5 hour drive from Darwin. Plunge into crystal
clear waterholes beneath the magnificent
Exploring Litchfield
© Tourism NT/Sam Earp

Visitors take a stroll around the lush green George
© Tourism NT/Shaana McNaught

Crocosaurus Cove
A must-see attraction when visiting Darwin,
Crocosaurus Cove brings together some of
the largest saltwater crocodiles in Australia
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Sunset over Kakadu from Gunlom
© Tourism NT/Friederike Franze

Kakadu National Park
Kakadu National Park is one of Australia’s
best kept secrets. Take a tour to explore
the timeless wonderland only a few hours
from Darwin. Kakadu National Park’s
pristine landscapes have changed little
over thousands of years, and its ancient
indigenous culture dates back more than
50,000 years. View cascading waterfalls,
rugged escarpments, aboriginal rock art,
crocodiles and exotic bird life.
Nitmiluk National Park (Katherine Gorge)
The outback meets the tropics at
Katherine. The Northern Territory’s thirdlargest town, Katherine, is on the banks of
the Katherine River which flows from the
nearby world-renowned Katherine Gorge
(Nitmiluk National Park). Nature comes
alive at Katherine Gorge as you cruise,
canoe or fly along the Gorge by helicopter.
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ALICE SPRINGS

ULURU (AYERS ROCK)
On tour with Uluru Camel Tours

A Thorny Devil in an enclosure in the Alice
Springs Desert Park nocturnal house
©Tourism NT/Matt Glastonbury

Hot air ballooning at sunrise
© Tourism NT/Matt Glastonbury

The iconic Red Kangaroo,
native to Alice Springs
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City Sights
See the best of Alice Springs!
Visit the Royal Flying Doctor
Museum where you can see
how medical aid reaches
those who live in the remote
‘outback’, the School of the
Air to learn how children
who cannot access schools
are educated by radio and
the internet, the historic
Telegraph Station which marks
the original site of the first
European settlement in Alice
Springs and Alice Springs
Reptile Centre, where you
can see up close some of
the lizards and snakes that
frequent Central Australia’s
semi-arid desert, such as
the Perentie Lizard and the
Thorny Devil. At sunset, take
in a panoramic view of the
township of Alice Springs and
the MacDonnell Ranges from
the top of Anzac Hill.

© Tourism NT/Mitchell Cox

Outback Ballooning
Your pre-dawn adventure begins
as the morning light begins to
illuminate the majestic MacDonnell
Ranges. Rise and drift gently over
the vast expanse of the Central
Australian Outback and gain an
appreciation of the remoteness
of the area as you glide across
the landscape keep an eye out for
native wildlife including the iconic
red kangaroo.
Alice Springs Desert Park
Alice Springs Desert Park is an
inspiring portrayal of Australia’s
desert environment that effortlessly
blends the plants, animals and
people of our arid regions. See and
hear the stories on flora, wildlife
and local Aboriginal culture at the
daily guided presentations. Witness
free-flying birds of prey, see rare
and endangered animals and enjoy
a cinematic journey on the creation
of these deserts.

Camel to Sunrise
Watch the desert come to life
in the early morning against the
stunning backdrop of Uluru and
Kata Tjuta as you ride high above
the arid landscape atop a friendly
camel. Skilled ‘cameleers’ describe
the native flora and fauna along the
trail and serve billy tea and freshlybakeddamper following the tour.

Sunset Experiences
Journey through the desert
landscape within Uluru Kata Tjuta
National Park to the mighty rock
formations of Kata Tjuta. Stop for
a panoramic view of the southern
side of Kata Tjuta and learn the
many attributes of this diverse
environment and the cultural
significance of Kata Tjuta as a

sacred Aboriginal men’s ceremonial
site. Walk between two of the
tallest domes on the Walpa Gorge
trail. In the late afternoon, travel to
the Uluru sunset viewing platform
to admire the striking colour
changes of Uluru whilst enjoying
nibbles and a complimentary glass
of sparkling wine.
Scenic Helicopter Flights
To fully appreciate the vast desert
landscape and natural wonders
of Uluru (Ayers Rock) and Kata
Tjuta (The Olgas), you need to
admire it from the air! Take-in the
sheer size and majesty of Uluru
and the sprawling domes of Kata
Tjuta whilst hearing informative
commentary about sacred
Aboriginal sites and the region’s
geology from your pilot.
Panoramic views over Uluru
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Field of Light
The Field of Light installation by
international-acclaimed artist
Bruce Munro can be experienced
at Uluru (Ayers Rock). More than
50,000 slender stems crowned
with frosted-glass spheres bloom
as darkness falls over Australia’s
spiritual heartland. Guests can
immerse themselves in Munro’s
artwork through a number of
touring options. The solarpowered installation has been
extended until December 2020.

© Tourism NT/David Kirkland

The Ghan - One of the Greatest
Train Journeys of the World
Route: Darwin – Alice Springs –
Adelaide

Field of Light glowing in the desert

Sounds of Silence Dinner
An unforgettable evening, this unique way to enjoy the Australian
outback offers an award-winning dining experience beginning with
sparkling wine and canapés surrounded by panoramic views of the
amazing landscape as well as natural attractions such as huge sand
dunes, Ayers Rock (Uluru) and The Olgas (Kata Tjuta).
As the sun goes down, throwing a kaleidoscope of colours over
Ayers Rock, the skies are lit by stars marking the beginning of your 3
course bush tucker inspired buffet all accompanied by fine Australian
wine. After dinner has been well and truly enjoyed, the attention
turns to the southern night sky for some of the best stargazing in the
world. The resident astronomer provides a fascinating talk explaining
the stars before tea, coffee and port is served.
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– BY RAIL

Sound of Silence

See Australia at its dramatic best
as you travel 2,979 km by rail on
a 3 night/4 day expedition the
heart of the continent. The Ghan’s
nickname comes from its previous
title, ‘The Afghan Express’, named
after the pioneering Afghan
cameleers who once traversed
this route and opened up the
harsh interior of the Outback to
the rest of Australia. Boarding The
Ghan in Adelaide for Alice Springs
and Darwin, you’ll experience
one of the most fascinating great
train journeys of the world. You’ll
marvel at the spectacular colours
of the outback, the spinifex plains
and salt pans of the vast interior
and the rugged MacDonnell
Ranges before travelling on to the

tropical splendour of Darwin and
the Top End.
Explore the famous outback
towns of Alice Springs and
Katherine as optional ‘tours at a
modest extra cost.

Services: Gold and Platinum
Departures: Every Wednesday
from Darwin at 10 am and every
Sunday from Adelaide at 12.15 pm

The Ghan in Katherine
© Tourism NT/Shaana McNaught
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The Ghan – 3 days
Day 1: Adelaide – Alice Springs
Step aboard the legendary Ghan
at noon and take time acquainting
yourself with our friendly staff and
your comfortable private cabin.
Once you’ve settled in and the big
wheels start turning, make your
way to the classically styled Queen
Adelaide Restaurant carriage for
a delicious lunch, accompanied by
your choice of fine wines. Watch
the rolling pastoral lands of South
Australia merge into rugged mallee
scrub. Marvel as the spectacular
Flinders Ranges disappear into
the horizon, all the while enjoying
the solitude of your cabin, reading
or catching up on your favourite

Bird show at the desert park
© Tourism NT/Peter Eve

podcast, then mingling with fellow
travellers in the Lounge car for
afternoon tea.
Day 2: Alice Springs
Wake up with a coffee or juice and
witness an unforgettable outback

Gliding over Alice Springs
© Tourism NT/Flow Mountain Bike
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sunrise at our new
morning stop in
Marla in the remote
reaches of SA. After
brunch and more
incredible outback
scenery, you’ll be
arriving in iconic
Alice Springs. Here
you can glimpse the

history of yesteryear, the thriving
culture and unique lifestyle of
today. Visit local landmarks, or take
a front row seat at a spectacular
bird show at the Desert Park. To
fully appreciate this breath-taking
part of Australia, you might like
to take a helicopter ride over
the ancient MacDonnell Ranges.
Experience this 300 million year
old mountain range’s unique
beauty with 360 degree views.
Alternatively experience a serene
camel ride across incredible ochre
land or continue further into the
interior of Australia and visit the
iconic Uluru and Kata Tjuta. Back

on the train there’s time to talk
through the day’s discoveries with
newfound friends in the Outback
Explorer Lounge before freshening
up for dinner in the Queen
Adelaide Restaurant.
Day 3: Katherine - Darwin
Welcome to Katherine! You’ll
enjoy another full breakfast
before leaving the train for a
day of cultural delights. Endless
options await in Katherine. Enjoy
a leisurely cruise on the Katherine
River gazing in wonder at towering
sandstone cliffs. Alternatively, gain
an insight into the culture and
ways of the traditional owners of
Nitmiluk, the Jawoyn people, with
an exclusive cultural experience.
Spend the day with the Aboriginal
people, sharing their culture,
learning their ways and trying
some of the skills developed over
thousands of years. Activities
include basket weaving; spear
throwing, fire lighting, painting,
and learning the Didgeridoo.
You can choose to upgrade your

excursion with a helicopter or
scenic flight over Kakadu and
Nitmiluk National Parks where
aside from magnificent views, you
may witness ‘Bolung’, the rainbow
serpent who is believed to inhabit
the deep green pools found in the
Second Gorge. A late lunch awaits
back on board then kick backback,
and savour the last few hours of
this epic journey. Roll into Darwin
at 5.30pm then ease back into ‘life
on the land’ exploring the harbour,
the bars and restaurants of this laid
back Top End city.
Luxury Uluru stay with Longitude 131

The Northern Territory offers
accommodation options to suit a
wide range of budgets. Choose
from luxury city hotels, boutique
hotels, resorts, eco retreats,
glamping tents, cabins, wilderness
retreats and more.
Darwin: Moonshadow Villas
Darwin: Mandalay Luxury Stay,
The Esplanade
Mary River: Wildman Wilderness
Lodge or Bamurru Plains
Kakadu National Park: Mercure
Kakadu Crocodile Hotel
Katherine: Cicada Lodge, Nitmiluk
National Park
Alice Springs: Double Tree by
Hilton or Crowne Plaza Alice
Springs Lasseters
Kings Canyon: Kings Canyon
Resort
Ayers Rock: Ayers Rock Resort’s
Sails in the Desert or Longitude 131
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Suggested itineraries
Day 1: Alice Springs – A Town like
Alice Tour
Arrive into Alice Springs and
transfer to your hotel. Freshen up
and discover the real outback full
of colourful landscapes, mountain
ranges, desert plains and native
wildlife. This afternoon join ‘A
Town like Alice’ tour including the
historic Telegraph Station, the
Royal Flying Doctor Service, the
School of the Air and the Alice
Springs Reptile Centre to see

Anzac Hill lookout

Exploring Uluru

AUSTRALIAN OUTBACK – 6 DAYS

unique Central Australian reptiles.
Finally, enjoy a panoramic view
of Alice Springs from Anzac Hill.
Overnight in Alice Springs.
Day 2: Alice Springs – West
MacDonnell Ranges.
After breakfast, drive through the
West MacDonnell National Park,
a spectacular stretch of natural
formations including chasms and
gorges, waterholes, and ochre pits.
Explore Simpsons Gap, Standley

Chasm, Ellery Creek, Ormiston
Gorge and Glen Helen Gorge.
Enjoy a ploughman’s lunch with
beer and wine at Glen Helen
Homestead Lodge. En-route we
shall stop at Simpsons Gap which
is rich ochre coloured rock walls
rising from the sandy creek bed.
Look for the black footed rock
wallabies along the rocky base.
Return back to your hotel and
rest of the evening is at leisure.
Overnight in Alice Springs.
Day 3: Alice Springs to Uluru
(Ayers Rock)
Depart early morning passing the
West MacDonnell Ranges. Enjoy
a light breakfast at Stuarts Well.
Experience the vast openness of
the outback as you travel past Mt
Ebenezer and Mt Conner. Arrive
at Ayers Rock (Uluru) – the
spiritual heart of Australia.
Travel into Uluru-Kata
Tjuta National Park and learn

© Tourism NT/Wayoutback Australian Safaris

about Aboriginal ‘Tjukurpa’ the
foundation of Anangu life and see
rock art on the Mala Walk. We shall
take a guided walk to Mutitjulu
Waterhole and see Aboriginal
rock art and learn about the law,
legends and bush tucker of the
Anangu people.
Visit the Uluru-Kata Tjuta Cultural
Centre to learn about Aboriginal
culture and in the evening witness
an Ayers Rock (Uluru) sunset while
sipping wine or juice and enjoy a
delicious dinner. Overnight in Ayers
Rock Resort.
Day 4: Uluru (Ayers Rock) –
Sunrise at Kata Tjuta and Valley of
the Winds Hike
Nearby is Kata Tjuta (The Olgas),
meaning ‘many heads,’ a series of
enormous rock domes that date
back 500 million years. (Optional)
You can start your morning with
a drive to the Kata Tjuta dune
viewing area for the sunrise. Enjoy
magnificent panoramic views of
the domes and absorb the everchanging colours of the landscape.
Enjoy a leisurely breakfast.

© Tourism NT/Shaana McNaught
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Then, view Kata Tjuta up-close
by foot. Hike the Valley of the
Winds (2 – 3 hour walk) and
discover this sacred Anangu men’s
natural wonder. Marvel at the
unique flora and admire the view
of the central valley of the domes
of Kata Tjuta. This walk can be a
little challenging, but well worth
the effort. (Shorter walks, such as
Walpa Gorge, are also available
for those who are after a more
leisurely stroll).
(Optional) This evening, proceed
to ‘A Night at Field of Light.’ Your
A group of visitors during the Sounds of Silence
dinner at Uluru.© Tourism NT/David Kirkland

experience begins with canapés
and chilled sparkling wine served
on a viewing platform overlooking
the Uluru-Kata Tjuta National Park.
As the sun sets and darkness falls,
join your table of fellow travelers
for an unforgettable dining
experience under the outback sky.
During your bush tucker-inspired
buffet dinner a resident star talker
will decode the southern night
sky. After dessert, 50,000 slender
stems crowned with frosted-glass
spheres bloom as you take a selfguided walk through the Field
of Light art installation. Transfer

for breath-taking views over the
desert landscape. Kings Canyon
in Watarrka National Park offers
hiking suitable for all ages and
fitness levels. The 6 km Kings

Canyon Rim Walk features 100m
high sandstone walls, palm-filled
crevices and views that stretch
across the desert. Alternatively,
the Creek Bed Walk is a gentle

2.6 km walk that follows a
trail between the two soaring
canyon walls. Head back to
Ayers Rock (Uluru). Overnight
in Ayers Rock Resort.

Cultural experience at Uluru
© Tourism NT/David Kirkland

back to your accommodation.
Overnight in Ayers Rock Resort.
Day 5: Uluru (Ayers Rock) –
Kings Canyon
Depart early in the morning for
Kings Creek Station - a working
cattle and camel station in
Central Australia. Afterwards,
make your way to Kings Canyon
18
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tea and freshly baked beer bread.
Check out of your
accommodation and catch the
complimentary shuttle to Ayers
Rock Airport with fond memories.

Camel tours at Uluru
© Tourism NT/Shaana McNaught

Day 6: Uluru (Ayers Rock) –
Camel Sunrise Tour
This morning see the desert
scenery atop a camel for a unique
perspective. Climb aboard for a
quiet, leisurely ride and view the
surrounding area from six feet
high. Explore the large red sand
dunes in the cool, clear morning
and watch the sun rise over Uluru.
Your guides will point out the
desert flora and fauna along the
trail followed by a breakfast of billy
20

Staying at Kings Creek Station
© Tourism NT/Christopher Pollitt

Exploring Kings Canyon
© Tourism NT/Wayoutback
Australian Safaris

NORTHERN TERRITORY ADVENTURE – 6 DAYS
Day 1: Darwin
On arrival at the Darwin Airport
you will be transferred to the hotel
of your choice. Check in and rest of
the day is at leisure. Overnight.
Day 2: Darwin - Litchfield
National Park Tour
Breakfast. We shall begin early
in the morning and your first
stop is in the town of Batchelor,
your driver guide will keep
you entertained with stories
surrounding the history of
Australia’s longest highway, the
Stuart Batchelor is the gateway
to Litchfield National Park and
you’ll stop here for a morning tea
break at one of the local cafés
(own expense). Stop for a photo
at the Termite Mounds, the work
of local termites, standing upright
like magnetic compasses. View the
double waterfalls of Florence Falls
from a high vantage point before
making your way down to take a
dip in the plunge pool below and
there’s time for an interpretive

walk through the scenic bush and
monsoon vine forest. Continue to
spectacular Tolmer Falls, home to
several colonies of rare ghost and
orange horseshoe bats. We shall
break for lunch at Litchfield Café.
Wangi Falls is the most accessible
of rock pools and is the perfect
place for you to take a final dip
today also Visit Howard Springs
Nature Park, a great place to
see wildlife including turtles,
barramundi and freshwater fish.

Return back to Darwin and rest of
the evening is at leisure. Overnight.
Day 3: Darwin - Kakadu
Breakfast. You will be collected
from your Darwin accommodation
at 7.30 am for your 4 day Kakadu
and Katherine 4WD Tour. We head
south along the Stuart highway and
along the Arnhem highway into the
wetlands region. Our destination is
Fogg Dam Conservation Reserve.
We shall make our way into World
Always flowing Florence Falls
© Tourism NT/Sean Scott
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Heritage listed Kakadu National
park. Kakadu is the largest national
park in Australia, has some of the
world’s finest rock art and a variety
of habitats, including floodplains
and savannah woodlands.
After lunch, we then travel to
the very north of the park to Ubirr,
where we walk through galleries of
ancient aboriginal rock art, which
your guide will interpret. Also
learn about bush tuckers and bush
medicines before reaching the top
Go Crocodile spotting at Kakadu National Park
of the plateau, where you can relax
and enjoy the spectacular view over
is at your own arrangement and
(Barramundi Gorge and falls).
the floodplains and the Arnhemland
expense. Overnight.
Termite mounds are abundant
escarpment. We finish the day with
along the dirt road that takes us
a look around the Bowali visitors
Day 4: Kakadu National Park
to the Maguk car park and from
information centre. Dinner tonight
Breakfast. We shall make our way
there, we take a walk through
to Nourlangie Rock, an ancient
a paperbark forest to reach the
Birding in Kakadu
© Tourism NT/Graeme Stanley Chapman
Aboriginal shelter, where we will
gorge. Once we reach the gorge
explore the area and the rock art.
and waterfall, we can have a
Your guide will lead you on an
refreshing swim in the plunge pool.
interpretive walk around the site,
Finally, late this afternoon,
followed by Nawalandja lookout.
board the sunset Yellow Waters
The short hike to the lookout is
wetlands cruise. Yellow Waters
rewarded by a magnificent view
billabong is located at the end
over the Arnhemland escarpment.
of Jim Jim Creek, a tributary of
Our next stop is Maguk
the South Alligator River. This
22

is the largest river system in
Kakadu and contains extensive
wetlands, including river channels,
floodplains and backwater
swamps. About one third of
Australia’s bird species are
represented in Kakadu National
Park, with at least 60 species
found in these wetlands. There are
also plenty of crocodiles in their
natural habitat, and buffalo on the
floodplains. Overnight.
Day 5: Kadadu National Park –
Nitmiluk Gorge (Katherine)
Breakfast. Our first stop today is
the Warradjan Aboriginal Cultural
Centre, for an insight into the
cultural heritage of the park. Then
we travel to Gunlom (Waterfall
Creek), in the very south of the
park. After a scenic drive in, on an

unsealed dirt road, we reach a large
plunge pool at the base of the falls.
You also have the option to take the
walk to the top of the falls where
pristine rockpools and a spectacular
view await you.
Departing Kakadu through the
southern entrance, we now head
south to Katherine, with a stop
en-route in historic Pine Creek.
Our destination this afternoon
is Nitmiluk Gorge, home to 13
spectacular gorges, carved out of
the rock by torrential summer rains,
over millions of years. Dinner tonight
will be served poolside at Nitmiluk
Gorge. Overnight at Nitmiluk Gorge.
Day 6: Nitmiluk Gorge (Katherine)
Breakfast. We start today with a
hands on cultural experience at the
Katherine Art Gallery. Activities

on offer include sitting down with
resident artist, Manuel who will tell
you tales of tribal life, language, the
hunting and gathering techniques,
ceremony, weapons used and
aboriginal contemporary life.
Experience your own Rarrk painting
with Manuel and you will also have
an opportunity to participate in one
of the traditional hunting activities
(fire lighting, spear throwing etc.).
After lunch you’ll cruise through
Nitmiluk Gorge for 2 hours,
viewing the beautiful scenery and
discovering the customs of the
traditional owners, the Jawoyn
people. We shall now travel back to
Darwin, arriving at approximately
7 pm. You will be either dropped
off at your accommodation in
Darwin or for your onward flight
back home or destination.

Yellow Water Cruises
© Tourism NT/Shaana McNaught
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THE GREAT BARRIER REEF, AUSTRALIAN ULURU
& VIBRANT SYDNEY – 12 NIGHTS/13 DAYS
Day 1: Cairns
Upon arrival at Cairns airport our
representative will meet you and
assist you with your transfer to
the hotel. Enjoy Dinner at an
Indian Overnight.
Day 2: Sunlover Reef Cruise on
Great Barrier Reef
Breakfast. Today get set to enjoy
the Reef which is registered as
“Eighth Wonder of the World”
and is on the Heritage listing of
our planets unique and precious
places. Board the 30 meter long
luxurious Catamaran, for an
exciting day at the reef. Enjoy
snorkelling, swimming, view fish
feeding and a ride in the semisubmersible. See the beautiful
corals with their amazing range of
brilliant colours. Enjoy a delicious
lunch, morning and afternoon tea.
Rest of the day is at leisure and
in the evening enjoy Dinner at an
Indian restaurant. Overnight.
24

Skyrail Cableway, enjoy the
rainforest canopy voted as
Australia’s best attraction

Enjoy snorkelling at the Sunlover Reef Cruise, The Great Barrier Reef

Day 3: Ultimate Kuranda
Experience
Breakfast. Transfer to Tjapukai and
you will enter the mystical and the
magical world. Enjoy 5 theatres
which including The Creation,
The Dance, and The History
theatres. Visit the Art gallery and a
traditional Aboriginal Camp.
Board the Skyrail Cableway,
enjoy the 7.5 km rainforest canopy
and arrive Kuranda voted as
Australia’s best attraction. Free
time at Kuranda. Board the scenic
Rail at the Kuranda Train Station
(located next to Skyrail) This
memorable train ride will take you
through Barron Gorge with it many
waterfalls and will give you the
taste of the world oldest and the
most beautiful Rainforest. Rest
of the evening is at leisure
and enjoy Dinner at an Indian
restaurant. Overnight.

Tjapukai traditional dance and Aboriginal camp

Spectacular waterfalls of Barron Gorge

Day 4: Cairns to Alice Springs –
A Town like Alice tour
Breakfast. Pick up for your transfer
to the airport for your flight to Alice
Springs. Arrive into Alice Springs
25

Ormiston Gorge and Glen Helen
Gorge. Enjoy a ploughman’s lunch
with beer and wine at Glen Helen
Homestead Lodge. En-route we
shall stop at Simpsons Gap which
is rich ochre coloured rock walls
rising from the sandy creek bed.
Look for the black footed rock
wallabies along the rocky base.
Return back to your hotel and
rest of the evening is at leisure.
Overnight in Alice Springs.

Hiking Kata Tjuta at sunrise.
© Tourism NT/Sean Scott

and transfer to your hotel. Freshen
up and discover the real outback
full of colourful landscapes,
mountain ranges, desert plains and
native wildlife. This afternoon join
‘A Town like Alice’ tour including
the historic Telegraph Station, the
Royal Flying Doctor Service, the
School of the Air and the Alice
Springs Reptile Centre to see
unique Central Australian reptiles.
Finally, enjoy a panoramic view

of Alice Springs from Anzac Hill.
Overnight in Alice Springs.
Day 5: Alice Springs – West
MacDonnell Ranges.
After breakfast, drive through the
West MacDonnell National Park,
a spectacular stretch of natural
formations including chasms and
gorges, waterholes, and ochre
pits. Explore Simpsons Gap,
Standley Chasm, Ellery Creek,

Day 6: Alice Springs to Uluru
(Ayers Rock)
Depart early morning passing the
West MacDonnell Ranges. Enjoy
a light breakfast at Stuarts Well.
Experience the vast openness of
the outback as you travel past
Mt Ebenezer and Mt Conner.
Arrive at Ayers Rock (Uluru) – the
spiritual heart of Australia.
Travel into Uluru-Kata Tjuta
National Park and learn about
Aboriginal ‘Tjukurpa’ the
foundation of Anangu life and see
rock art on the Mala Walk. We shall
take a guided walk to Mutitjulu
Waterhole and see Aboriginal

rock art and learn about the law,
legends and bush tucker of the
Anangu people.
Visit the Uluru-Kata Tjuta Cultural
Centre to learn about Aboriginal
culture and in the evening witness
an Ayers Rock (Uluru) sunset while
sipping wine or juice and enjoy a
delicious dinner. Overnight in Ayers
Rock Resort.

Exploring Standley Chasm

Day 7: Uluru (Ayers Rock) –
Sunrise at Kata Tjuta and Valley of
the Winds Hike
Nearby is Kata Tjuta (The Olgas),
meaning ‘many heads,’ a series of
enormous rock domes that date
back 500 million years. (Optional)
You can start your morning with
a drive to the Kata Tjuta dune
viewing area for the sunrise. Enjoy
magnificent panoramic views of
the domes and absorb the everchanging colours of the landscape.
Enjoy a leisurely breakfast.
Then, view Kata Tjuta up-close
by foot. Hike the Valley of the
Winds (2 – 3 hour walk) and
discover this sacred Anangu men’s
natural wonder. Marvel at the
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to your accommodation. Overnight
in Ayers Rock Resort.

Hanging Rock, Blue Mountains, Sydney

unique flora and admire the view
of the central valley of the domes
of Kata Tjuta. This walk can be a
little challenging, but well worth
the effort. (Shorter walks, such as
Walpa Gorge, are also available
for those who are after a more
leisurely stroll).
(Optional) This evening, proceed
to ‘A Night at Field of Light.’ Your
experience begins with canapés
and chilled sparkling wine served
on a viewing platform overlooking
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the Uluru-Kata Tjuta National Park.
As the sun sets and darkness falls,
join your table of fellow travelers
for an unforgettable dining
experience under the outback sky.
During your bush tucker-inspired
buffet dinner a resident star talker
will decode the southern night
sky. After dessert, 50,000 slender
stems crowned with frosted-glass
spheres bloom as you take a selfguided walk through the Field of
Light art installation. Transfer back

Day 8: Uluru (Ayers Rock) –
Kings Canyon
Depart early in the morning for
Kings Creek Station - a working
cattle and camel station in
Central Australia. Afterwards,
make your way to Kings Canyon
for breath-taking views over the
desert landscape. Kings Canyon
in Watarrka National Park offers
hiking suitable for all ages and
fitness levels. The 6 km Kings
Canyon Rim Walk features 100 m
high sandstone walls, palm-filled
crevices and views that stretch
across the desert. Alternatively, the
Creek Bed Walk is a gentle 2.6 km
walk that follows a trail between
the two soaring canyon walls.
Head back to Ayers Rock (Uluru).
Overnight in Ayers Rock Resort.

perspective. Climb aboard for a
quiet, leisurely ride and view the
surrounding area from six feet
high. Explore the large red sand
dunes in the cool, clear morning
and watch the sun rise over Uluru.
Your guides will point out the
desert flora and fauna along the
trail followed by a breakfast of billy
tea and freshly baked beer bread.
Check out of your
accommodation and catch the
complimentary shuttle to Ayers

Rock Airport with fond memories.
On your arrival at Sydney you will
be transferred to the hotel of your
choice. Rest of the evening is at
leisure. Overnight.

Day 10: Sydney – Blue Mountains
and Wildlife Park
Breakfast. Depart on this full day
tour, passing by the site of the
2000 Olympic Games, and drive
to Katoomba, the quaint capital

Exploring Kings Canyon
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Day 9: Uluru (Ayers Rock) –
Camel Sunrise Tour
This morning see the desert
scenery atop a camel for a unique
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of the Blue Mountains National
Park. Enjoy views over stunning
eucalypt forests and age-old rock
formations en route. On arrival at
Scenic World, enjoy the optional
Blue Mountain rides - Scenic
Railway and Cableway (these
rides are included in the Cable Car
option). Experience the Skyway,
a journey 370 m above the valley
(own expense). Drive back to
Sydney. Overnight.
Day 11: Sydney – Port Stephens,
Dolphins and Dunes
Breakfast. Enjoy a full day Port
Stephen’s Dolphin Watcher Cruise
& Nelson Bay 4WD Tour. Stop at

the Reptile Park. After a buffet
lunch on board, watch the dolphins
or even swim with them as they
play around your boat. Return to
your hotel. Dinner and Overnight.
Day 12: Sydney – Sydney City Tour
and Bondi Beach
Breakfast. Enjoy a morning City
Sight Tour which includes the
Opera House, Harbor Bridge, and
other highlights. Get down at
the Clock Tower, stop at Rocks
and walk across to Sydney Opera
House Lower Concourse for a one
hour guided inside tour. Drop off
at Darling Harbor. Stop at Bondi
Beach. Overnight.

Day 13: Sydney
Breakfast. Check out and transfer
to the airport with fond memories
of Australia.

Fun at the 4WD Tour

Bondi Beach, Sydney

Rolling sand dunes
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